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About This Game

Introduction

In Bitcoin Tycoon - mining simulation game, you play as a new person who just get touched with the Virtual Currency area by
starting mining in early 2014.

Dig enough coins and expand your business, virtual currency exchange and complete trusts. Become the king of the whole
bitcoin empire.
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D.I.Y DEVICES

Free select from dozens of brand or type of hardwares, setup your dream PC/Miner. Don’t be cheesy, nothing workings for
anything, also there never has a “powerful enough” set, you will always get new challenging.

STORYLINE

Contact with 8 mainly person, everyone has their own circle and life. Why Mr Huang introduce the protagonist into the mining
world, What does the Boss Wang planning for, what is the conflict between protagonist and his/her mother, player need to

handle all of these issues one by one.

LIFESTYLE

Choose your own way to live. Whether you like digging coins, trade coins or quests, you do what you want.

INTERIOR DESIGN
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Decoration and upgrade your house, your life will become better and better.

FUTURE (not yet added)

What to do after making enough money? Perhaps this will be your player as a worry. Get ready about any good or bad accidents,
mining is only the beginning, definitely not the end.
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Title: Bitcoin Tycoon - Mining Simulation Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
99 Game Studio
Publisher:
99 Game Studio
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win7

Processor: I3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX750

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I didn't really like it. It wasn't very interesting. I didn't even realize that I finished it until the credits popped up.. ok for this
game i give a thumbs down....its not all what it seems to be with the vidoes of it...glad i got it on sale...so yeah...its not great. Yes
Minidrivers...First of all this game is NOT fun!...It's starts allright but the AI is so horrible that it kills the fun in the game over
time...It's just not fun when you restart the track for the 35 time because the AI is suicidal, murderous and other horrible
things...This game name should have been "Crash and Burn" and you should be driving Monster Trucks THEN i could excuse
that the AI is what it is...I've played this game about 34-35 hours now and i've come to the point where i hate this game...The
developers should have put more work in the AI cause at my point of view it kills the fun of the WHOLE game.

You can earn stars on the differently tracks by winning on them and then there is a championship mode...No qualifying...You
start 22 EVERY time on 21 tracks...Can you imagine the carnage and destruction!?! It's incredible my Keyboard and Mouse
survived it...I'm not a violent person but this mess almost made me into Charles Manson...On top of that there is 3 difficult
settings in Championship mode but the only different is that the AI drives alittle faster but just as stupid as allways.
The game has weapons...They are lying on the track and it's random what you pick up...Like the game they are fun in the start
but they are just annoying me now.

+
- Decent graphic.
- Decent music and funny sounds.
- Fun for 30 mins.

-
- Fun for 30 mins.
- the AI.
- Weapons.

My Judgment: 3/10

Peace out Peeps!. me when they add the patch that has anime ♥♥♥♥♥♥s. This game is a package with both competitive
gameplay and fun! Almost flawless controls and game mechanics, cool and unique arenas and a ton of characters to use and
unlock. I would recommend this game to anyone who wants to have some fun competition with friends or by yourself!

I made a Let's Play of ChargeShot, check it out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pV9m3Or8Dis. its a great game overall but
I personally get bored easily with it. maybe they should add more factions or units as starters. Did I just buy movie DLC?
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Classic MMO from 2006. Still manages to be innovative with its unique skill leveling system and abundent classes.. 9\/10
Great little game. Funny and awesome. Over in about 20 minutes, but it's worth it.. Loooove the ninja world! This game has
enough action and magic to make it an amazing part of your library! I highly recomend this game to anyone. One could only
wish that more games like this come to existence. :). Dirt 2 is great, I was a little miffed by the price but the content so far has
been amazing & I'm very much looking forward to the return of Wales. Greece and Finland wouldn't go a miss either ;) ;) nudge
nudge codies.. Tense and very difficult, this isn't a game for everybody. Your interface is very faliable, and at times comes
under direct attack. You will lose your visual display, your communications will be cut preventing you from issuing orders, your
troops may panic, or go space crazy at times. If you can't stand games that use the interface as a difficulty mechanic and
occasionally remove control from your hands, this isn't going to be your game.

Having said that you will not be getting your hands dirty in this game. Instead you get a chance to be one of those guys that sits
in a comfy chair back on the ship, watching the commando team as it breaches the spooky alien vessel through a glowing CRT,
sipping a fine scotch whiskey as the whole mission goes pear-shapped and everybody gets killed. Don't worry, you can always
hire another crew. The important thing is that you didn't even need to wear pants for this operation.. Simple & Fun. Enjoyed
from start to finish. Cool OST if you like Metal Gear.. Very entertaining, and you get to play the common route for free so
there's nothing stopping you from giving it a shot!
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